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PART I 

DALET: RADIO PROMOS & BUMPER  

 

RADIO PROMOS & BUMPER 

HEADLINES REPORTER 

Welcome to HELLO WORLD. This is ___ (headlines reporter). 
Here are today’s top stories: 
- Our arts reporter will enlighten us on the CBC’s Searchlight. 
-Can the Magellanic penguin  travel more than 8,000 kilometers to 
say hello to a friend? 
- Two communities living on either side of the canyon, using 
ancestral engineering techniques. 
Enjoy the show! 

DALET: BUMPER 

 

BUMPER 

HOST 1 

Hello, viewers! 
As part of our series of special reports from Latin America, our 
special correspondent ___ (special correspondent) and our guest 
anthropologist tell us about an example of solidarity that begins 
anew every spring in Peru. 

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT 

That’s right, ___ (host 1). In Cana province, a tradition going all 
the way back to the Inca civilization survives to this day: rope-
bridge building. This structure spans the Apurimac River, near 
Cusco. Let’s go now to my guest ___ (anthropologist), who’s in 
Huinchiri, Peru. He’s going to tell us more about this handwoven 
bridge. 

ANTHROPOLOGIST 

After a year of wear and tear caused by exposure to the elements 
as well as human and animal traffic, the bridge weakens and 
sags, and must replaced by a new structure. So every spring it is 
rebuilt by members of the two communities living on either side of 
the canyon, using ancestral engineering techniques.  

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT 

And how do the villagers go about rebuilding the bridge? 
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ANTHROPOLOGIST 

During the year, they gather natural grass fibres, which they then 
weave together and assemble into long ropes. The men gather on 
the local roadway to stretch out the long lengths of cable, formed 
by three twisted ropes. The suspension bridge is more than 28 
metres long!  

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT 

Thank you, ___ (anthropologist). Thanks to the miracle of 
collaboration, the entire bridge is built in three days! By 
perpetuating this custom, the Peruvian villages honour their 
ancestors as well the Pachamama, the Earth Mother.  

HOST 1 

Thank you, ___ (special correspondent) and ___ (anthropologist). 
That’s a very inspiring community initiative! 

HOST 2 

For our human-interest feature, our reporter has a story for us 
that’s right out of left field. Hi ___ (peculiarities reporter) 

PECULIARITIES REPORTER 

That’s right, ___ (host 1)! In 2011, a fisherman living on the coast 
of Brazil found a Magellanic penguin. The web-footed bird was 
starving and covered in oil. João Pereira de Souza saved his life 
by cleaning him up and feeding him sardines. He also gave him a 
shady spot to get his strength back. For 11 months, Dindim and 
his new friend became very close! 
When the penguin had recovered all of his plumage, he swam 
8,000 kilometres to Patagonia, in southern Argentina, where he 
came from.  
 

HOST 1 

Does the web-footed bird visit his saviour often? 

PECULIARITIES REPORTER 

Yes! Dindim travels regularly to Brazil to be reunited with his new 
daddy and share quality time with him! The fisherman claims to 
love the penguin like it was his own child. He has never seen a 
creature more attached to him. Every time the bird comes back to 
Brazil, he’s so happy to see João! Dindim has even become the 
village mascot. 

HOST 2 

Such an attaching friend ! Stay with us, we’ll have the weather 
forecast coming right up. 

DALET: BUMPER  
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BUMPER 

HOST 1 

Nature reserves us a lot of supernatural phenomenons related to 
the weather. Today, Our colleague in the weather department 
tells us about a striking optical phenomenon called light pillars! 

WEATHER REPORTER 

Good evening! Light pillars are characterized by vertical white 
bands that can be seen in the sky. A type of photometeor, they 
are mainly visible in the northern reaches of the planet, including 
Alaska, Finland and Canada.  

HOST 2 

What conditions are favourable to the formation of light pillars? 

WEATHER REPORTER 

These columns of light are caused by the reflection of sunlight, 
moonlight or artificial light from ice crystals. It is an optical effect 
that mainly occurs when the sun is low on the horizon. 
Ice crystals usually form at high altitudes and melt as they fall 
toward the earth. In intense cold, the crystals form close to the 
ground and create a light snow called ice fog.  

HOST 1 

That must be amazing to see! We’ll come back to you for the 
weather forecast a little later in the program. 
Thank you ___ (weather reporter) ! 

DALET: BUMPER  

 

BUMPER 

PART II 

HOST 2 
Have you ever heard of CBC’s Searchlight? It’s a CBC Music 
initiative to find new Canadian talent online. This year, the winner 
gets $46,000 in Grand Prize package, a showcase slot at the 
CBC Music Festival, and a professional recording session! Our 
arts reporter  (arts reporter) has more details about this 
amazing program. 

ARTS REPORTER 

Each year, CBC Music kicks off a hunt for Canada’s best new 
artist, spanning genres and regions, and creating a massive 
showcase for talent in this country. In 2015 alone, over three 
thousand acts tried their luck. This edition’s winner is a Halifax 
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hip-hop singer-songwriter named Aquakultre , who submitted their 
song “Sure”    The way it works is, anyone who’s Canadian can 
enter by creating a page for themselves on CBC Music and then 
posting their song or video on the site. The singer or band wins all 
those great prizes  (host 2) mentioned, and audiences can 
also win some great prizes simply by voting. 
Do you think you have what it takes to be Canada’s best new 
artist? It’s free, so you have nothing to lose! You can also watch 
the video for this year’s winning song, “Sure”  on the CBC Music 
site or YouTube. Here’s a teaser   (host 2).  

DVD : TEASER (1:00) 

 

TEASER: “Sure”  

HOST 1 

Wow, such a great track ___ (arts reporter). I’ll include it in my 
next playlist for sure! 

HOST 2 

After the break, the origin of the Olympic Games. Stay with us! 

DALET: BUMPER  

 

BUMPER 

HOST 1 

In sports news, ___ (sports reporter) is here to tell us about the 
world’s most prestigious sports event, the Olympic Games. So, 
___ (sports reporter), can you tell us about the next summer 
Games. 
 

SPORTS REPORTER 

The next Summer Games will be held in Tokyo from July 24th to 
August 9th, 2020. There will be 38 events in all, including five new 
sports: baseball and softball, skateboarding, sport climbing, 
surfing, and Paralympic road cycling. Speaking of the Paralympic 
Games, they will take place from August 5th to September 6th, 
2020, with a slate of 22 sports. 

HOST 2 

Now, I’ve heard that the Tokyo 2020 organizing committee will be 
introducing sustainable medals? 

SPORTS REPORTER 

Absolutely! All medals for Olympic and Paralympic athletes are 
going to be made from recycled electronic devices. Reporting live 
from the Akihabara electronics district in Tokyo, Japan, I’m 
______ (name).  
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HOST 1 

Thank you very much, ____ (sports reporter’s name). Did you 
know that the first time the Summer Olympics were awarded to 
Tokyo, they were cancelled? Under the growing threat of the 
Second World War, the International Olympic Committee 
announced that the 1940 competition would not be held. Tokyo 
eventually hosted the Summer Games in 1964.  
We’d like to wish our athletes the best of luck in their qualifying 
competitions for Tokyo 2020!Thanks, ___ (sports reporter).  
 

DALET: BUMPER  

 

BUMPER 

HOST 2  

Next, our headhunter, has met a news anchor to tell us about our 
job hunting section. Hi ___ (headhunter) 

HEADHUNTER 

Well ___ (host 2), anchoring a news program is quite a challenge, 
one to which we rise every day. We asked our colleague Andrew, 
from Vancouver to share some of his experiences with us. Hello 
Andrew, can you give us a brief history of how you came to be a 
reporter for CBC News? 

Answer on DALET:  Andrew 1 

Andrew:………………………………………………………………… 

HEADHUNTER 

How did your education prepare you for becoming a journalist and 
news anchor? 
Answer on DALET:  Andrew 2 

Andrew:………………………………………………………………… 

HEADHUNTER 

Give us a little taste of what a typical day is like for you. 

Answer on DALET:  Andrew 3 

Andrew:………………………………………………………………… 

HEADHUNTER 

Doing a live broadcast must have its ups and downs.  Do you 
have any stories to tell us? 

Answer on DALET:  Andrew 4 

Andrew:………………………………………………………………… 

HEADHUNTER 

Thank you for sharing your time and insights with us, Andrew. I 
wish you and CBC News Vancouver continued success.  
Goodbye! 
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Answer on DALET:  Andrew 5 

Andrew:………………………………………………………………… 

HEADHUNTER 

Thanks, Andrew, for telling us what it’s like to be a journalist.   

PART III 

DALET: BUMPER 

 

BUMPER 

HOST 2 

Good manners and decency seem to be a thing of the past these 
days. When the feminist movement began, many advertisements 
that had been quite acceptable began to feel incredibly dated to 
us. ___ (etiquette expert), you did some research into the good 
manners imposed on women in those days? 

ETIQUETTE EXPERT 

Yes, ___ (host 2). I tracked down a clip from a radio show about 
good manners originally broadcast in 1956. Let’s listen to it. 

DALET: GOOD MANNERS CLIP 

 

GOOD MANNERS CLIP 

HOST 1 

That was quite amusing, I must say! 

ETIQUETTE EXPERT 

You said it! Nowadays, misuse of the cellphone is a habit we 
should all be very concerned about. Here are a few things to 
avoid:  
- Don’t text while someone is talking to you, because it’s impolite. 
The person may feel you’re not interested in the conversation. 
-Cellphones at the dinner table, during meetings and at social 
gatherings are rude. 
-Even worse, firing someone by text is simply not acceptable! 
You know, it’s today’s younger generation who will need to show 
the way for those who come after them! 

HOST 2 

Thank you very much, ___ (etiquette expert). Let’s hope our 
listeners will follow your advice. Fascinating! 
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DALET: BUMPER 

 

BUMPER 

HOST 1 

Are you familiar with Radio Canada International? We go now to 
two RCI journalists who are on hand to answer our questions. 
Hello, ___ (RCI journalist 1). Can you tell us about Radio Canada 
International’s mission? 

RCI JOURNALIST 1 

RCI is CBC/Radio-Canada’s multilingual service, providing 
audiences with an opportunity to discover and, above all, to 
understand and gain insight into the reality of Canadian society, 
along with its cultural and democratic values.  

HOST 2 

Thanks, ___ (RCI journalist 1). ___ (RCI journalist 2), who are 
RCI’s target audiences? 

RCI JOURNALIST 2 

RCI targets audiences who know little to nothing about Canada, 
whether they live in Canada or abroad. 

HOST 1 

And ___ (RCI journalist 1), what languages do you broadcast in? 

RCI JOURNALIST 1 

RCI airs content in English, French, Spanish, Arabic, and 
Mandarin. 

HOST 2 

And ___ (RCI journalist 2), how can we listen to RCI? 

RCI JOURNALIST 2 

It’s available on the web. Weekly radio shows are posted there, 
as are daily up-to-the-minute news reports in each of the five 
languages. RCI’s web interface builds bridges between 
Canadians and people from other countries around the world. 

HOST 1 

Thanks so much, ___ (RCI journalist 2). And finally, ___ (RCI 
journalist 1), can listeners interact with the various teams at Radio 
Canada International? 

RCI JOURNALIST 1 

Absolutely! RCI is an interactive platform that offers citizens of the 
world a public forum where they can interact and exchange views 
about the latest local, national and international issues. 

HOST 2 

Thanks for explaining your mandate. See you soon! 
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DALET: WEATHER BUMPER  

 

WEATHER BUMPER  

HOST 1 

Before we sign off, let’s go to our colleague ___ (weather 
reporter) for a weather report. What’s the forecast for the next few 
days? 

WEATHER REPORTER 

Unfortunately, we’re looking at a rainy week with heavy 
precipitation in southern Quebec. But outdoor enthusiasts will be 
happy to hear that the sun will be back in time for the weekend! 

HOST 2 

Thanks ___ (weather reporter)! That’s it for our show. We’ll be 
back with you tomorrow! Before we sign off, I’ll pass the mike to 
today’s group representative. 

GROUP REPRESENTATIVE         

Thank you. That was definitely an enriching experience! Before 
we go, I’d like to congratulate our technicians, because there 
wouldn’t be a show without our team in the control room. 
I’d like to thank:  
our producer ___ (name) 
our sound effects technician ___ (name) 
our sound technician ___ (name) 
our assistant sound technician ___ (name) 
our control room technician ___ (name) 
And I’m  ___ (group representative) for the ___ group from ___ 
(school). 

HOST 2 

Thanks, ___ (group representative) ! 
This is ___ (host 2). 

HOST 1 

and ___ (host 1). We’re back with you tomorrow! 

 

 

 

END OF PROGRAM 


